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DIMENSION FUNCTIONS ON THE SPECTRUM OVER BOUNDED
GEODESICS AND APPLICATIONS TO DIOPHANTINE APPROXIMATION
STEFFEN WEIL
ABSTRACT. The set B of geodesic rays avoiding a suitable obstacle in a complete nega-
tively curved Riemannian manifold determines a spectrum S. While various properties of
this spectrum are known, we define and study dimension functions on S in terms of the
Hausdorff-dimension of suitable subsets of the set of bounded geodesic rays. We estab-
lish estimates on the Hausdorff-dimension of these subsets and thereby obtain non-trivial
bounds for the dimension functions. Moreover we discuss the property of B being an
absolute winning set (see [16]), therefore satisfying a remarkable rigidity. Finally, we ap-
ply the obtained results to the dimension functions on the spectrum of complex numbers
badly approximable by either an imaginary quadratic number field Q(i
√
d) or by quadratic
irrational numbers over Q(i
√
d).
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS
1.1. Outline. Let M be a complete connected Riemannian manifold of curvature at most
−1. The investigation of geodesics in M avoiding an obstacle has been studied in various
contexts and is often deeply connected to problems in Diophantine approximation; see
for instance [19, 8] and references therein. Following the geometric viewpoint developed
in these works (as well as in earlier ones such as [9, 21, 24, 25, 26]) we continue the
investigation as follows which will be made precise in the respective subsections below:
The geodesic flow φt : SM × R → SM acts on the unit tangent bundle SM of M .
For a vector v ∈ SM we call the orbit γv(t) ≡ π ◦ φt(v), t ≥ 0, a geodesic ray in M
(where π : SM → M denotes the footpoint projection). Given an obstacle O such as a
’cusp’, a point, or a closed geodesic call a geodesic ray inM bounded if it avoids a suitable
neighborhood of the obstacle given in terms of a height, distance or length functional. To
each bounded geodesic ray γv we assign a real constant c(v), the approximation constant
defined by the respective functional. The set B of bounded geodesic rays starting in a point
(or another set) determines the spectrum S ⊂ R.
Considering the modular surface M = H2/PSL(2,Z) and letting O be the cusp of
M , S is related to the classical Markoff spectrum M. Recall from [5] that the Lagrange
spectrum L ≡ {c+(x)−1 : x ∈ Bad} ⊂ R and the Markoff spectrum M≡ {c(x)−1 : x ∈
Bad} are determined by the approximation constants
c+(x) ≡ lim inf
p,q→∞
q2|x− p
q
|, c(x) ≡ inf
(p,q)∈Z×N
q2|x− p
q
| (1.1)
for badly approximable numbers x in Bad = {x ∈ R : c(x) > 0}. The spectrum L is
1. bounded below by the Hurwitz constant h ≡ inf L = √5 (Hurwitz 1875),
2. contains a Hall ray (Hall 1947, see below),
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3. equals the closure of the set {c+(x)−1 : x ∈ P} where P denotes the quadratic
irrational numbers over Q (Cusick 1975); in particular, L is closed and
1
h
= sup
x∈P
c(x).
Moreover, the Lagrange spectrum is a subset of the Markoff spectrum where the inclusion
is proper and the intersection L ∩M contains a positive half-line.
While various of the above properties were established also for the spectra of interest
in our paper, see for instance [8, 13, 10, 18, 20, 26], the main intention of this paper is
the following. Define the dimension functions D, D0 : S → R on the spectrum S via
the Hausdorff-dimension of the sublevelset, respectively the levelset, of the assignment c.
We study these dimension functions for which we establish nontrivial bounds; see Section
1.2. For this we consider suitable subsets of the set of bounded geodesic rays and estimate
their Hausdorff-dimension.
Moreover, recall that Bad, the set of badly approximable numbers, is an absolute win-
ning set for the absolute game (see McMullen [16]). Absolute winning sets enjoy a re-
markable rigidity. In fact, an absolute winning set in Rn has full Hausdorff-dimension and
is even thick1 in Rn. Moreover, an absolute winning set in Rn is preserved under quasi
symmetric homeomorphisms and a countable intersection of absolute winning sets is ab-
solute winning. While the set B of geodesic rays which are bounded in terms of a given
cusp is an absolute winning set (see [16]), we establish and discuss analogue results for
bounded geodesic rays, also in terms of the other obstacles.
Finally, exploiting the connection between the dynamics of geodesic rays in Bianchi
orbifolds to Diophantine approximation of complex numbers badly approximable by imag-
inary quadratic number fields or by quadratic irrational numbers over such, we obtain non-
trivial bounds for the dimension functions on the corresponding spectra; see Section 1.3.
We conclude Section 1 by further discussion and, in order to keep the exposition readable,
skip all the proofs of Section 1.2 to Section 2.
1.2. Bounded geodesic rays in negatively curved manifolds. Many of the following se-
tups can be considered in a more general context, for instance when M is geometrically
finite, pinched or negatively curved, or even is a quotient of a proper geodesic CAT(−1)
metric space. However, unless stated otherwise, we assume for simplicity thatM is a com-
plete (n + 1)-dimensional finite volume hyperbolic2 Riemannian manifold. As a general
reference for the following see [1] as well as Section 2.1.
1.2.1. Avoiding a cusp. Let M be noncompact and let e be a cusp of M , that is to say an
asymptotic class of minimizing geodesic rays along which the injectivity radius tends to
0. Let βe be a Busemann function on M (associated to such a minimizing geodesic ray)
such that Ht ≡ β−1e ((t,∞)) gives shrinking neighborhoods of the cusp as t → ∞, which
serves as a height function. Up to renormalizing βe assume that H0 is a sufficiently small
cusp neighborhood (see Section 2.1 for definitions).
Let SH+0 denote the n-dimensional submanifold of SM consisting of outward unit
vectors orthogonal to ∂H0. Each vector in v ∈ SH+0 can be identified with a geodesic line
1 Recall that a subset Y of a metric space Z is thick if for any nonempty open set O ⊂ Z we have that
dim(Y ∩O) = dim(Z).
2 By hyperbolic we mean constant negative sectional curvature−1.
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in M starting from the cusp with γv(0) ∈ ∂H0. Define for a vector v ∈ SH+0 the height
constant to the cusp e by
H(v) ≡ sup
t≥0
βe(γv(t)) ∈ R ∪ {∞}. (1.2)
Note that for a typical v ∈ SH+0 we have that γv is unbounded with H(v) = ∞.3 Con-
versely a vector v ∈ SH+0 is called bounded (with respect to the cusp e) ifH(v) <∞. By
[16], the set BM,e,βe of bounded vectors v ∈ SH+0 is of Hausdorff-dimension n and in fact
an absolute winning set; see [15] for further generalizations. Define the height spectrum
of the data (M, e, βe) by
SH ≡ {H(v) : v ∈ SH+o bounded} ⊂ [0,∞).
We define two dimension height functions DH, D0H : SH → [0, n] on the spectrum SH by
DH(t) ≡ dim({v ∈ SH+0 : H(v) ≤ t}), (1.3)
D0H(t) ≡ dim({v ∈ SH+0 : H(v) = t}),
where ’dim’ stands (here and hereafter) for the Hausdorff-dimension. Clearly,
0 ≤ D0H(t) ≤ DH(t) ≤ n,
for all t ∈ SH. If t ∈ SH is a given height constant then DH(t) equals the Hausdorff-
dimension of the set
BM,e,βe(t) ≡ {v ∈ SH+0 : γv(s) 6∈ Ht for all s ≥ 0},
corresponding to the set of rays γv avoiding the cusp neighborhood Ht of e.
Remark. Consider the asymptotic height spectrum S+H of M (geometrically finite, nega-
tively curved) instead, that is the spectrum of asymptotic height constants H+(v), where
we use the ’limsup’ in (1.2), and restrict to positively recurrent vectors in SH+0 ; a vector
v ∈ SM is positively recurrent if the ray γv hits a compact set K in M infinitely many
times. Then the Properties 1. - 3. as above hold, where we replace P by the set of periodic
vectors in SM , and the Hurwitz constant can be determined explicitly in some concrete
examples; see [13, 18, 19, 26] respectively. Note that H+(v) ≤ H(v) for every v ∈ SH+0 .
Hence, defining the asymptotic dimension height function DH+ in a similar way to (1.3)
with respect to H+, we obtain DH+(t) ≥ DH(t) for all t ∈ SH ∩ S+H.
From the author’s earlier work [29], when M has only one cusp, there exist a height t0 and
constants ku, kl > 0 such that for all t0 ≤ t ∈ SD we have
n− kl
t · en/2t ≤ DH(t) ≤ n−
ku
t · e2nt . (1.4)
Remark. In light of the correspondence between badly approximable real numbers and
bounded geodesic rays in the modular surface M = H2/PSL(2,Z), (1.4) generalizes
a classical inequality of Jarnı´k [11] and is called a Jarnı´k-type inequality by analogy in
[29]. A similar inequality holds when M is geometrically finite, restricting to positively
recurrent vectors.
3 When M has only one cusp, this follows for instance from Sullivan’s logarithm law [24]: for almost all
(spherical measure) vectors v ∈ SMo, where o in M is a base point, we have lim supt→∞ d(γv(t),o)log(t) = 1n .
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We next establish non-trivial bounds for D0H(t). When M has precisely one cusp, each
bounded geodesic ray γv, v ∈ SH+0 , determines a countable discrete set of times {ti(v) :
i ∈ N} ⊂ [0,∞) of local maxima of the height function βe with corresponding heights
hi(v) = βe(γv(ti(v))). If M has more cusps, then possibly a subray of γv may diverge
to another cusp and we simply set ti(v) = −∞ for sufficiently large i. Given parameters
c0 ≥ 0 and s0 ≥ 0, define the set of bounded vectors for which the first height h1 equals
c0 and all others are bounded by s0,
S(c0, s0) ≡ {v ∈ SH+0 : h1(v) = c0, hi(v) ≤ s0 for all i ∈ N≥2}
Schmidt, Sheingorn [22] showed for n = 1 and Parkkonen, Paulin [19] for n ≥ 2 and
curvature at most −1 that S(c0, s¯0) is nonempty for all sufficiently large heights c0 ≥ c¯0
and some constant s¯0. When S(c0, c0) is nonempty for all sufficiently large c0 ≥ t0, this
implies the existence of a Hall ray at the cusp, that is, there exists a height t0 ∈ R such
that [t0,∞) ⊂ SH.4
Our first theorem establishes a lower bound on the dimensions of the sets S(c0, s0).
Theorem 1.1. Let n ≥ 2. There exists a height t0 ≥ 0 and a positive constant k0 > 0, both
independent of s0 and c0, such that for all heights c0 and heights s0 ≥ t0, the Hausdorff-
dimension of S(c0, s0) is bounded below by
dim(S(c0, s0)) ≥ (n− 1)− k0
s0
. (1.5)
Remark. For n = 2, the lower bound in (1.5) can be improved to 1− k0
s0·es0/2
.
Note that (1.5) is trivially satisfied for n = 1 and moreover that S(c0, s0) is nonempty
whenever the lower bound in (1.5) is positive. Thus, combining (1.4) and (1.5) we obtain
the following.
Corollary 1.2. WhenM has only one cusp, there exists a height t0 ≥ 0 such that [t0,∞) ⊂
SH and positive constants k0, ku > 0 such that for t ≥ t0 we have
(n− 1)− k0
t
≤ D0H(t) ≤ n−
ku
t · e2nt .
Finally, note from Section 2.5.2 that SH+0 can be identified with the quotient of Rn by
a discrete cocompact group Γ∞ acting on Rn such that the projection map
Rn ∋ x 7→ [x] ≡ vx ∈ Rn/Γ∞ = SH+0 (1.6)
is surjective and a local isometry. Moreover, when c0 > 0, the set Sc0 of vectors v ∈ SH+0
(not necessarily bounded but defined in the same way as above) for which the first height
h1 equals c0 can be identified with the quotient of S˜c0/Γ∞ where S˜c0 ⊂ Rn consists of
a countable disjoint union of (n − 1)-dimensional Euclidean spheres in Rn. As a second
theorem, lifting the set of bounded (with respect to e) vectors
Bh1=c0 ≡ BM,e,βe ∩ Sc0 = {vx ∈ Rn/Γ∞ : h1(vx) = c0, hi(vx) <∞ for all i ∈ N≥2}
with first penetration height c0 to B˜h1=c0 ⊂ Rn, we show the following.
Theorem 1.3. When n ≥ 2, for each sphere S in S˜c0 we have that B˜h1=c0∩S is an absolute
winning set in S.
4 Note that a bound on the height t0 was determined explicitly with t0 = 4.16 for n = 1 in [22], and with
t0 = 4.2 for n ≥ 2 in [19].
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For the definition of the absolute winning game we refer to Section 2.5. An absolute
winning set in a submanifold S of Rn has full Hausdorff-dimension and is in fact thick
in S; for this and further properties of absolute winning sets in suitable subsets of Rn we
refer to [4].
Remark. The theorem also holds if M is pinched negatively curved. Moreover, it also fol-
lows from the proof of the theorem that the intersection B˜M,e,βe ∩ c(I) is absolute winning
in c(I) for any smoothly embedded (non-constant) curve c : I → Rn where I ⊂ R.
1.2.2. Avoiding a point. Fix a point x0 in M which we view as obstacle, disjoint to a
given base point o, and let d be the Riemannian distance function on M . Fix a technical
constant t0 ≥ 0 and define for a given vector v ∈ SMo the distance constant from the
subray γv|[t0,∞) to x0 by
D(v) ≡ sup
t≥t0
(− log(d(γv(t), x0))
)
.
For a typical vector v ∈ SMo we have D(v) =∞5 and we may call v bounded if D(v) <
∞. By the author’s earlier work [27], the set of bounded vectors is of Hausdorff-dimension
n and in fact thick, which will be improved below in Theorem 1.7. Define the distance
spectrum of the data (M, o, x0, t0) by
SD ≡ {D(v) : v ∈ SMo bounded} ⊂ [− log(t0 + d(o, x0)),∞)
(for properties of the asymptotic distance spectrum, see Theorem 1.6 below). Define as
well the dimension distance function DD : SD → [0, n] by
DD(t) ≡ dim({v ∈ SMo : D(v) ≤ t}) = dim(BM,o,xo,t0(t)),
where
BM,o,xo,t0(t) = {v ∈ SMo : γv(s) 6∈ B(x0, e−t) for all s ≥ t0}
is the set of rays γv|[t0,∞) avoiding the ball B(x0, e−t).
Our next theorem establishes a Jarnı´k-type inequality as in (1.4) for the obstacle x0.
Theorem 1.4. When M is compact, there exist a time t0 ≥ 0, a distance d0 and positive
constants ku, kl > 0 such that for all d0 ≤ t ∈ SD we have
n− kl
en/2t
≤ DD(t) ≤ n− ku
t · ent .
Remark. Using the arguments of [29], a Jarnı´k-type inequality can be obtained when M
is convex-cocompact, when restricting to positively recurrent vectors in SMo.
Given a bounded vector v ∈ SMo consider the countable (possibly finite) discrete set
{ti(v) : i ∈ N} ⊂ [t0,∞) of local minima for the distance function t0 ≤ t 7→ d(γv(t), x0)
and let di(v) = d(γv(ti(v)), x0) be the corresponding distances; note that we set di(v) = 1
for all large i if γv eventually avoids the ball B(x0, 1). Given the parameters c0, s0 ∈ R,
define the subset of bounded vectors
S(c0, s0) ≡ {v ∈ SMo : d1(v) = e−c0, di(v) ≥ e−s0 for all i ∈ N≥2},
which is the set of rays γv|[t0,∞) that have precisely distance e−c0 at time t1(v) (hence are
tangent to the ball B(x0, e−c0)) and avoid B(x0, e−s0) for all t ≥ t2(v). Parkkonen, Paulin
5 This follows from the logarithm law of [14]: for almost all vectors v ∈ SMo (with respect to the sphere
measure on SMo) we have lim supt→∞ − log(d(γv(t),x0)log(t) = 1n .
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[19] showed for n ≥ 2 that S(c0, c0) is nonempty for small c0 ≤ − log(2), assuming a
large injectivity radius of M of curvature at most −1.
Our next theorem deals with large parameters s0, c0 and establishes a lower bound on
the dimension.
Theorem 1.5. Let n ≥ 2. There exists a time t0 ≥ 0, a distance d0 ∈ R and a positive
constant k0 > 0 and k1 ≥ 0, independent of c0 and s0, such that for c0 ≥ d0 and s0 ≥
2c0 + k1, the Hausdorff-dimension of S(c0, s0) is bounded below by
dim(S(c0, s0)) ≥ (n− 1)− k0
s0
.
Remark. Due to the condition that s0 ≥ 2c0, Theorem 1.5 does not guarantee the existence
of a Hall ray at the point x0 (defined as for the case of a cusp). We hope, however, that this
condition can be relaxed.
Finally, suppose that M is a complete geometrically finite Riemannian manifold of
curvature at most −1. Define for v ∈ SMo also the asymptotic distance constant
D+(v) ≡ lim sup
t→∞
(− log(d(γv(t), x0))
)
.
Let SM+o denote the set of positively recurrent vectors v ∈ SMo and note that if v 6∈ SM+o
then D+(v) = −∞. Denote by S+D the asymptotic distance spectrum consisting of the
finite asymptotic distance constants D+(v) with v ∈ SM+o which depends on the data
(M,x0, o). As for the asymptotic height and spiraling spectra below, using a result of
Maucourant [13], we show the following properties.
Theorem 1.6. The asymptotic distance spectrum S+D is bounded below and S+D equals the
closure of the logarithmic distances − log(d(x0, α)) from x0 to closed geodesics α in M;
in particular, we have for the Hurwitz constant hD ≡ inf S+D that
e−hD = sup
α a closed geodesic in M
d(x0, α).
Remark. To the best of the author’s knowledge, these properties do not already exist in the
literature.
Clearly, D+(v) ≤ D(v) so that if v ∈ SMo is bounded then it is asymptotically
bounded. Hence
BM,o,xo,t0 ≡ {v ∈ SM+o : D(v) <∞} ⊂ {v ∈ SM+o : D+(v) <∞},
and we remark that supsets of absolute winning sets are absolute winning.
Theorem 1.7. Let M be hyperbolic and geometrically finite. Then the set of bounded
vectors BM,o,xo,t0 is an absolute winning set in SM+o . In particular, when M is convex-
cocompact or of finite volume then BM,o,xo,t0 is of full Hausdorff-dimension (and thick) in
SM+o .
Remark. The above result does not follow from previous results on points badly approx-
imable by limit points in the hyperbolic space such as [21].
When M is of finite volume, it follows from the same proof that BM,o,xo,t0 ∩ c(I) is
absolute winning in c(I) for any smoothly embedded (non-constant) curve c : I → SMo
where I ⊂ R.
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1.2.3. Avoiding a closed geodesic. Fix a closed geodesic α0 in M . For geodesic rays that
avoid the obstacle α0 appropriate neighborhoods of α0 should in fact be given in the unit
tangent bundle SM . We therefore follow [9, 20] and consider the closed ε0-neighborhood
Nε0(α0) of α0 in M where ε0 > 0 is sufficiently small with respect to α0. When γ has
bounded penetration lengths in the neighborhoodNε0(α) of α in M then γ˙ avoids a small
neighborhood of α˙ (depending on the penetration lengths) in SM . Hence, given a geodesic
γ in M , define its penetration length at time t by Lα0,ε0(γ, t) = 0 if γ(t) 6∈ Nε0(α0) and
otherwise by Lα0,ε0(γ, t) ≡ ℓ(I), where ℓ(I) denotes the length of the maximal connected
interval I ⊂ R such that t ∈ I and γ(s) ∈ Nε0(α0) for all s ∈ I .
Fix again a base point o ∈ M with o 6∈ Nε0(α0). Using the terminology from [20],
define for v ∈ SMo the spiraling constant of γv in Nε0(α0) by
L(v) ≡ sup
t≥0
Lα0,ε0(γv, t). (1.7)
When M is compact, a typical vector v ∈ SMo satisfies L(v) = ∞6 and we call v
bounded when each possible penetration length in Nε0(α0) is bounded above by L(v) <
∞. However, we remark that (even for negative curvature or when convex-cocompact)
the set of bounded vectors v ∈ SMo is of Hausdorff-dimension n and in fact an absolute
winning set; see [27], also for further generalizations.
Define the spiraling spectrum of the data (M, o, α0, ε0) by
SL ≡ {L(v) : v ∈ SMo bounded} ⊂ [0,∞).
Remark. Using a different setup, [20] showed that the asymptotic spiraling spectrum7 S+L
satisfies Properties 1. - 3. above where we replace P by the set of periodic vectors in SM .
By analogy to (1.3), define the dimension spiraling functions DL, D0L : SL → [0, n] on the
spectrum SL. Let t ∈ SL be a given length and denote by
BM,o,α0,ε0(t) ≡ {v ∈ SMo : L(v) ≤ t}
the set of rays γv with spiraling constants bounded above by length t such that DL(t) =
dim(BM,o,α0,ε0(t)). From the author’s earlier work [29], when M is compact, there exist a
length t0 ≥ 0 and constants ku, kl > 0 such that for all t0 ≤ t ∈ SL we have
n− kl
t · en/2t ≤ DL(t) ≤ n−
ku
t · ent . (1.8)
Remark. A similar inequality holds when we replace the ε0-neighborhood of α0 by the
one of a higher-dimensional (up to codimension one) totally geodesic submanifold which
is (ε0, T )-immersed (see Section 2.1 or [19] for a definition) or for M convex-cocompact;
see [29] for further details.
In the following, we establish nontrivial bounds for D0L(t). Each bounded vector v ∈
SMo determines a sequence of countably many discrete penetration times ti(v) ≥ 0 and
penetration lengths li(v) = Lα0,ε0(γv, ti(v)) > 0 such that γv([ti(v), ti(v) + li(v)]) ⊂
Nε0(α0); note that we set li(v) = 0 for all large i if γv eventually avoids Nε0(α0). Given
c0 ≥ 0 and s0 ≥ 0, define the set of bounded vectors for which the first penetration length
l1(v) equals c0 and all others are bounded above by s0,
S(c0, s0) ≡ {v ∈ SMo : l1(v) = c0, li(v) ≤ s0 for all i ∈ N≥2}.
6 This follows from the logarithm law of [9]: for almost all vectors v ∈ SMo (sphere measure) we have
lim supt→∞
Lα0,ε0(γv ,t)
log(t) =
1
n
.
7 That is the spectrum of the asymptotic heights L+(v), v ∈ SMo, where we use the ’limsup’ in (1.7).
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When n ≥ 2, Parkkonen, Paulin [19] showed that S(c0, s¯0) is nonempty for all sufficiently
large lengths c0 ≥ c¯0 and some constant s¯0. Note that when S(c0, c0) is nonempty for all
sufficiently large c0 ≥ t0, this implies the existence of a Hall ray at the closed geodesic
α0, that is, there exists a length t0 ≥ 0 such that [t0,∞) ⊂ SL.
Our next theorem establishes a lower bound on the dimension of this set.
Theorem 1.8. Let n ≥ 2. There exists a length t0 ≥ log(2) and a positive constant k0 > 0,
independent of s0 and c0, such that for all lengths c0, s0 ≥ t0, the Hausdorff-dimension of
S(c0, s0) is bounded below by
dim(S(c0, s0)) ≥ (n− 1)− k0
s0
. (1.9)
Remark. A similar lower bound holds when we replace the ε0-neighborhood of α0 by the
one of a higher-dimensional (up to codimension 2) totally geodesic submanifold which is
(ε0, T )-immersed.
Combining (1.8) and (1.9) we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 1.9. Let M be compact. There exists a length t0 ≥ 0 such that [t0,∞) ⊂ SL
and positive constants k0, ku > 0 such that for t ≥ t0 we have
(n− 1)− k0
t
≤ D0L(t) ≤ n−
ku
t · ent .
1.3. Applications to Diophantine approximation and further discussion. We will now
shortly discuss applications of Sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.3 to Diophantine approximation. For
further background and details, we refer to [6, 19] and references therein.
1.3.1. Imaginary quadratic number fields. For a positive square free integer d let Od be
the ring of integers in the imaginary quadratic number field Q(i
√
d). For a complex num-
ber z ∈ C, define its approximation constant by
cd(z) ≡ inf
(p,q)∈Od×(Od\{0})
|q|2|z − p
q
|. (1.10)
When cd(z) > 0 we call z badly approximable by Q(i
√
d) and denote Badd ≡ {z ∈
C : cd(z) > 0} the set of badly approximable complex numbers. Let Sd be the spectrum
of logarithmic approximation constants − log(cd(z)), z ∈ Badd. Define the dimension
functions Dd, D0d : Sd → [0, 2] as in (1.3).
Remark. The asymptotic spectrum8 S+d is bounded below, contains a Hall ray and S+d ∩R
equals the closure of the logarithmic approximation constants of z ∈ C−Q(i√d) quadratic
over Q(i
√
d) (see [13, 19, 26]).
Let Id be the ideal class group of Q(i
√
d) which contains only one ideal class if
d ∈ {1, 2, 3, 7, 11, 19, 43, 67, 163}. (1.11)
Theorem 1.10. Let d be as in (1.11). The sets Badd in C as well as Badd ∩ S(p/q, r) in
S(p/q, r) are absolute winning, where S(p/q, r) = ∂B(p/q, r) with (p, q) ∈ O2d, q 6= 0
8 That is the spectrum of logarithmic approximation constants − log(c+d (z)), z ∈ C, where we use the
’liminf’ in (1.10).
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and r ≤ 1
2|q|2 . Moreover, there exist t0 and t1 such that [t0,∞) ⊂ Sd and positive constants
k0, ku > 0 such that for t ≥ t0 we have
1− k0
t · et/2 ≤ D
0
d(t) ≤ 2−
ku
t · e4t ,
as well as for t1 ≤ t ∈ Sd
2− k0
t · et ≤ Dd(t) ≤ 2−
ku
t · e4t .
Proof. The group G = PSL(2,C) acts on the real hyperbolic upper half space H3 (as
a subset of C2) as the full group of orientation preserving isometries and restricted to
∂∞H
3 = C ∪ {∞} by Mo¨bius transformations. Moreover, the Bianchi group Γd ≡
PSL(2,Od) is a lattice in G, possibly with torsion, so that Md = H3/Γd is a finite volume
hyperbolic orbifold (note however that the previous results are still valid in this case). The
finitely many cusps in Md are in bijective correspondence to the ideal classes in Id. Thus,
by assumption, let e be the only cusp in Md and consider the setting of Section 1.2.1. For
the map C ∋ z 7→ vz ∈ SH+0 given in (1.6) we obtain the following correspondence.
Lemma 1.11. We have H(vz) = − log(k · cd(z)), where k > 0 depends on the height
function βe.
The proof of Lemma 1.11 follows in a similar way to the one in [18] (see also [13, 26]
again), using Lemma 2.1 below and that PSL(2,Od) · ∞ = Q(i
√
d) ∪ {∞}. Applying
the results from Section 1.2.1 finishes the proof. 
Remark. The above theorem holds without the restriction that d is as in (1.11), that is, when
Md has several cusps. This follows along the lines of the respective proofs in [27, 29] and
Section 2.4 below, where for (1.4) we need to replace bounded with respect to one cusp by
uniformly bounded in [29], that is bounded with respect to all cusps with the same height.
1.3.2. Quadratic irrational numbers. This section closely follows [9, 20] to which we
also refer for further details. Let either K = Q ⊂ R = Kˆ or K = Q(i√d) ⊂ C = Kˆ,
where d ∈ N is square-free. Denote by OK the ring of integers of K, that is Z or Od, and
by Kquad the real quadratic irrational (complex) numbers over K in Kˆ . For β ∈ Kquad, let
βσ ∈ Kquad be its Galois conjugate. The subgroup PSL(2,OK) of PSL(2, Kˆ), acting by
Mo¨bius transformations on Kˆ∪{∞}, preserves K as well as Kquad and ψ(βσ) = (ψ(β))σ
for all β ∈ Kquad, ψ ∈ PSL(2,OK).
Fix β0 ∈ Kquad and let Pβ0 = PSL(2,OK) · {β0, βσ0 } be its orbit in Kˆ which is dense
and countable. For x ∈ Kˆ define its approximation constant by
cβ0(x) ≡ inf
(β,βσ)∈Pβ0
|β − βσ|−1|x− β|,
which determines the set BadKˆ,β0 ≡ {x ∈ Kˆ : cβ0(x) > 0} and the spectrum SKˆ,β0 ≡
{− log(cβ0(x)) : x ∈ BadKˆ,β0}; for properties of the asymptotic spectrum S+Kˆ,β0 see [20].
Define the dimension function DKˆ,β0 : SKˆ,β0 → [0, 1] as in (1.3).
Theorem 1.12. BadKˆ,β0 is absolute winning in Kˆ. Moreover, there exist t0 and t1 such
that [t0,∞) ⊂ SC,β0 and positive constants k0, ku > 0 such that for t ≥ t0 we have
D0C,β0(t) ≥ 1−
k0
t
,
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as well as for t1 ≤ t ∈ SKˆ,β0
DKˆ,β0(t) ≥ dim(Kˆ)−
k0
t · edim(Kˆ)t/2 .
Sketch of the proof. For details of the following we refer to [20]. Note that Pβ0 determines
a unique closed geodesic α0 in the modular surface in M = H2/PSL(2,Z), respectively
in the Bianchi orbifold M = H3/PSL(2,Od). Moreover, each pair (β, βσ) ∈ Pβ0 corre-
sponds to a unique lift of α0. Fix one of the cusps e in M . Moreover, we replace the base
point o with a sufficiently small cusp neighborhood H0 of e disjoint to Nε0(α0). Note that
the results in Section 1.2.3 are still valid if we replace SMo with SH+0 and restrict to a
compact fundamental domain F in Kˆ for the action of Γ∞ = StabPSL(2,OK)(∞) (there is
a constant c0 such that geodesic rays γo˜,x starting in a given point o˜ and γH˜0,x starting or-
thogonally to a horoball H˜0 based at∞ in H2 or H3 and ending at the same point in x ∈ F
project to geodesic rays in M whose spiraling lengths differs at most by c0). As in Lemma
1.11 (using Lemma 2.1 below), for the map F ∋ x 7→ vx ∈ SH+0 given in (1.6) there is a
constant c1 such that |L(vx)+ log(cβ0(x))| ≤ c1. Remarking that the compactness in (1.8)
was only required for the upper bound on the Hausdorff-dimension (see [29], Section 3.3),
we finish the proof by applying the results of Section 1.2.3. 
1.3.3. Further applications. Considering concrete lattices of the real (or complex) hyper-
bolic space, further arithmetic applications can be obtained from results concerning the
dynamics of the geodesic flow on the corresponding orbifold. For instance, for results of
approximation of real Hamiltonian quaternions or of elements of a real Heisenberg group
by ’rational elements’ we refer to [18, 19] (avoiding a cusp), and for their approximation
by ’quadratic irrational elements’ we refer to [9, 20] (avoiding a closed geodesic).
1.3.4. Some discussion. We conclude this section by further questions and remarks.
1. Can we determine additional properties of the above dimension functions D and
D0? For instance, the obtained results do not affect the question of whether or not
D and D0 are continuous on some subintervals of the spectra.
In addition, it is not clear whether D and D0 are also positive outside of the deter-
mined intervals [t0,∞). Respectively, what is the value of t0?
2. The determined bounds for D and D0 are of an asymptotic flavor. Moreover, they
do not match and further effort for more precise bounds is necessary, in particular
for D0.
3. One may also study the dimension functionD1(t) defined as the Hausdorff-dimension
of elements x with approximation constant t ≤ c(x) <∞. Moreover, as remarked
earlier, (for each of the above dimension functions) a lower bound for D gives a
lower bound for D+, the asymptotic dimension function. However, it seems to be
hard to detemine an upper bound for D+.
4. As remarked above, several of the properties of the asymptotic spectra (height,
distance and spiraling) rely on a result of [13] for negatively curved manifolds.
The crucial tool in [13] is Anosov’s closing lemma. Using a ’metric version’ of
the closing lemma in the context of proper geodesic CAT(-1) metric spaces (see
[28]) we are able to show the denseness of approximation constants corresponding
to periodic elements in the asymptotic spectrum (height, distance, spiraling) in a
more general setting. This might have further applications, for instance to groups
acting on metric trees.
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2. PROOFS
Recall that (in most cases) we restricted to constant negative curvature and considered
only finite volume hyperbolic manifolds M = Hn+1/Γ. The main reason for these restric-
tions is that, using Lemma 2.1 below, we can relate our setup to a Diophantine setting on
the full boundary Sn = Rn ∪ {∞} at infinity of Hn+1 which provides the existence of
suitable measures and can be partitioned in a nice way. In particular we obtain the setup
and the requirements from our earlier work [29] and can apply its axiomatic approach in
order to determine non-trivial bounds on the Hausdorff-dimension.
We begin in Section 2.1 with background and preliminaries and prove Theorem 1.6 in
Section 2.2. Section 2.3 introduces the abstract setting and the abstract framework and
proves necessary properties needed for the following sections. Then in Section 2.4 we
prove the results about bounds on the Hausdorff-dimension and in Section 2.5 we prove
the results about the absolute winning game.
2.1. Some background and notation in hyperbolic geometry. A reference for further
details and definitions of the following is given by [3, 1]. Let Hn+1 be the (n + 1)-
dimensional real hyperbolic upper half-space model where d denotes the hyperbolic dis-
tance on Hn+1. Assume all geodesic segments, rays or lines to be parametrized by arc
length and identify their images with their point sets in Hn+1. For a noncompact con-
vex subset Y ⊂ Hn+1, let ∂∞Y denote its visual boundary, that is, the set of equivalence
classes of asymptotic rays in Y . Identify ∂∞Hn+1 with the set Sn ∼= Rn ∪ {∞} and equip
H¯n+1 = Hn+1 ∪ Sn with the cone topology. If γ is a ray in Hn+1 we will simply write
γ(∞) for the corresponding point in ∂∞Hn+1. For any two points p and q in Hn+1 denote
by γp,q the geodesic segment, ray or line in Hn+1 connecting p and q. Given ξ ∈ ∂∞Hn+1
and y ∈ Hn+1, the Busemann function β = βξ,y : Hn+1 → R is defined by
β(x) ≡ lim
t→∞
d(y, γy,ξ(t))− d(x, γy,ξ(t)),
which (exists and) is continuous and convex on Hn+1 and β(y) = 0. The sublevel sets
Ht ≡ β−1([t,∞)) of β are called horoballs at ξ (with respect to y). If ξ = ∞, then Ht
equals Rn × [s,∞) for some s > 0, and if ξ ∈ Rn, then Ht equals an Euclidean ball
based at ξ. Given a horoball C ⊂ Hn+1 based at ∂∞C we can associate a Busemann
function, denoted by βC and parametrized such that β−1C ([0,∞)) = C. For three points
o, x, y ∈ H¯n+1, let (x, y)o denote the Gromov-product at o and for ξ, η ∈ ∂∞Hn+1, let
(ξ, η)o ≡ lim
t→∞
(γo,ξ(t), γo,η(t))o
be the extended Gromov-product at o. Define the visual metric at o ∈ Hn+1 by do :
∂∞H
n+1 × ∂∞Hn+1 → [0,∞) by do(ξ, ξ) ≡ 0 and for ξ 6= η by
do(ξ, η) ≡ e−(ξ,η)o .
Then (∂∞Hn+1, do) is a compact metric space. Note that the visual metric at a point
o ∈ Hn+1 is (locally) bi-Lipschitz equivalent to the Euclidean metric dE on Rn: for every
compact subset K ⊂ Rn, there exists a constant cK > 0 such that for all ξ, η ∈ K,
c−1K do(ξ, η) ≤ dE(ξ, η) ≤ cKdo(ξ, η); (2.1)
see [9], Lemma 2.3.
Now let M be a (n + 1)-dimensional complete hyperbolic manifold. Then there is a
discrete, torsion-free subgroup Γ of the isometry group of Hn+1 identified with the (free)
fundamental group π1(M) of M acting on Hn+1 such that the manifold Hn/Γ with the
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induced smooth and metric structure is isometric to M . Let π¯ : Hn+1 → Hn+1/Γ ∼= M be
the projection or covering map. When Γ is a non-elementary geometrically finite discrete
group, then we call M geometrically finite; see [2] for background and definitions.
A sufficiently small cusp neighborhood of M lifts to a Γ-invariant countable collection
C of precisely invariant horoballs in Hn+1. In particular, these horoballs are pairwise
disjoint. Note that by Γ-invariance we have γ ◦ βC = βγ(C) for every γ ∈ Γ and C ∈ C; in
particular, each βC projects to βe on M as in the introduction.
A closed geodesic α in M lifts to a Γ-invariant countable collection C of geodesic lines
in Hn+1 which is (ε, T )-immersed (using the terminology of [9, 19]), that is, given ε > 0
there exists a T = T (ε) > 0 such that for any two distinct lines C1 and C2 in C we have
that the diameter
diam(Nε(C1) ∩ Nε(C2)) ≤ T ;
here and hereafter, Nε(S) denotes the closed ε-neighborhood of a set S in a metric space.
A point x in M lifts to a Γ-invariant countable collection C of points which are τ0-
separated and, if M is compact, R0-spanning for some τ0 > 0 and R0 > 0; that is, for
any distinct points z, y ∈ C we have d(z, y) ≥ τ0 and for any point z ∈ Hn there is y ∈ C3
such that d(z, y) ≤ R0.
Note that for each of these collections, given a point o ∈ Hn, the set {d(o, C) : C ∈
C} ⊂ R is discrete and unbounded. Finally, note that the dynamics of a geodesic ray in
M , in terms of penetration properties of a cusp neighborhood or a neighborhood of a point
and a closed geodesic, corresponds to the dynamics of its lift to Hn in the collection C as
above.
2.2. Proof of Theorem 1.6 (Properties of the asymptotic distance spectrum). In order
to avoid giving further definitions and background, we only sketch the proof and refer to
[2] for proper definitions and further details. Recall that M is a complete geometrically
finite Riemanninan manifold of curvature at most −1. Let CM denote the convex core
of M which is a closed convex subset of M that can be decomposed into a compact
subset K and, unless M is convex-cocompact, into a disjoint union of open sets Vi (where
Vi = π(V˜i) ∩ CM and each V˜i consists of a countable collection of disjoint horoballs in
the universal cover of M). Let D0 be the diameter of K, x ∈ K, and γ be a geodesic ray
(not necessarily starting in o). If γ is positively recurrent, then it is eventually contained
in ND0(CM) and it follows from the decomposition that it must intersect the compact set
B(x, 2D0) ⊃ K infinitely often. This implies that the asymptotic distance spectrum is
bounded below by
− log(d(x0, x) + 2D0).
Recall that π : SM → M denotes the footpoint projection, set dx0(z) ≡ d(x0, z) and
define
f ≡ (− log) ◦ dx0 ◦ π : SM → R.
Cleary, both π and dx0 are continuous and proper functions so that the same is true for f .
Let P ⊂ SM denote the set of unit vectors tangent to closed geodesics in M . It follows
from [13], Theorem 2, that
R ∩ {lim sup
t→∞
f(φt(v)) : v ∈ SM} = {max
t∈R
f(φt(w)) : w ∈ P}. (2.2)
Note that lim supt→∞ f(φt(v)) depends only on the asymptotic class of γv, hence not on
the base point, and we may in fact replace SM in the left hand side of (2.2) with SMo.
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Finally, by definition lim supt→∞ f(φt(v) = D+(v) as well as
max
t∈R
f(φt(w)) = −(min
t∈R
log(d(x0, α(t)))
) ≡ −( log(d(x0, α))
)
,
where α denotes the closed geodesic determined by w. This finishes the proof.
2.3. The setting and the abstract framework.
2.3.1. The setting. We first introduce our setting which, as remarked in the previous Sec-
tion 2.1, is for instance satisfied when lifting our setup from Section 1.2 (as stated above).
Consider three nonempty countable collections Ci, i = 1, 2, 3, of closed convex sets in
Hn+1, where
1. C1 is a collection of pairwise disjoint horoballs
2. C2 is a collection of (ε0, T )-immersed geodesic lines,
3. C3 is a collection of points which is τ0-separated and R0-spanning.
Remark. Note that if C2 is (ε0, T )-immersed then it is also (δ, L)-immersed for δ > 0 and
L = L(T, ε0, δ). Concerning the bounds on the Hausdorff-dimension let us remark the fol-
lowing. Using a result of [23] about the Patterson-Sullivan measure of a non-elementary
convex-cocompact Kleinian group and similarly to [29], the collection C2 may be replaced
by a (ε0, T )-immersed collection of totally geodesic up to (n − 2)-dimensional subman-
ifolds of Hn+1. Moreover, the assumption that C3 is τ0-separated is only needed for the
following lower bounds on the Hausdorff-dimension and the upper bound uses that it is
R0-spanning.
Fix a base point o ∈ Hn+1 ∪ Sn. In the first case, we fix a horoball C1o ∈ C1 (which we
assume to be) based at ∞ ∈ Sn of Euclidean height 1 and exclude it from the collection.
Then the Hamensta¨dt-metric dC1o on R
n = ∂∞H
n+1−{∞} ≡ X¯1 with respect toC1o equals
the Euclidean metric; by abuse of notation, we write do for dC1o and γo,ξ for a vertical ray
starting on C1o and ending at ξ ∈ Rn. For the second and third case we let o = C io ∈ Hn+1
such that o 6∈ ∪C∈C2Nε0(C) or o 6∈ ∪C∈C3Bε0(C) for some ε0 > 0 respectively. Let do be
the visual metric at o on the sphere Sn−1 ≡ X¯i.
Each collection determines a set of sizes
{siC ≡ d(C io, C) : C ∈ Ci} ⊂ R≥0
which we assume to be discrete and unbounded. For a point x ∈ Hn, distinct to o, we let
γo,x(∞) ∈ ∂∞Hn+1 = Sn be the boundary projection of x with respect to o; by abuse of
notation, we write ∂∞x ≡ γo,x(∞) in the following. Then, each collection determines a
nonempty collection Ci∞ at infinity, where
Ci∞ ≡ {∂∞C ⊂ X¯i : C ∈ Ci} ⊂ ∂∞Hn+1 = Sn
is the collection of tangency points of the horoballs in C1, endpoints of the geodesic lines
in C2 or boundary projections of points in C3 with respect to o, respectively.
The following Lemma and Proposition are crucial. The Lemma relates the ’Diophan-
tine’ properties of a point ξ ∈ X¯i with respect to the collection Ci∞ at infinity with the
(dynamical) penetration properties of the ray γo,ξ in the collection Ci.
Lemma 2.1. There are universal constants κu ≥ κl > 0 and c¯0 ≥ 0 with the following
property. Let γ = γo,ξ be a geodesic line (or ray) starting from o and let C ∈ Ci with
βC(γ) ≥ 0, L(γ∩Nε0(C)) ≥ c0 or, for the the third case that d(o, C) ≥ c0 and d(γ, C) ≤
e−c0 . Then
1. do(ξ, ∂∞C) = 12e
−ce−d(C
i
o,C) if and only if the height maxt∈R βC(γ(t)) = c;
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2. κl · e−L(γ∩Nε0 (C)) · e−d(o,C) ≤ do(ξ, ∂∞C) ≤ κu · e−L(γ∩Nε0 (C)) · e−d(o,C);
3. κl · d(γo,ξ, C) · e−d(o,C) ≤ do(ξ, ∂∞C) ≤ κu · d(γo,ξ, C) · e−d(o,C).
Proof. The first part follows from elementary hyperbolic geometry. The second and third
part follow along the lines of the proof of Lemma 3.11 in [27] (see also [7, 9]), which is
stated in a slightly different way. 
Moreover, we need the following result on the distribution of the sets in the collections
Ci∞ in ∂∞Hn+1.
Proposition 2.2. Let l1 ≡ − log(2) and l2 ≥ T + ε0 be sufficiently large. Then, for the
Cases 1, 2, we have for distinct sets C, C¯ ∈ Ci that
do(∂∞C, ∂∞C¯) ≥ e−li · e−max{siC ,siC¯}. (2.3)
Moreover, there exists a constant k0 = k0(τ0) such that, for every c > 0 and every ball
B = Bdo(η, 2 · e−t) with t ≥ 0,
|{∂∞x ∈ B : x ∈ C3 with sx = d(o, x) ∈ (t− c, t]}| ≤ k0 · c. (2.4)
On the other hand, there exist a time t3 ≥ 0 and a constant u∗ = u∗(R0) ≥ 0 such that
for every ball B = Bdo(η, e−(t−u∗)) with t ≥ t3 sufficiently large there exists x ∈ C3 with
t− u∗ ≤ d(o, x) ≤ t and ∂∞x ∈ B.
Proof. For the first case, recall that each C ∈ C1 is a Euclidean ball in Rn × R+, tangent
to a point η ∈ Rn and of Euclidean radius rη = e−d(C1o ,C)/2. Hence, consider two such
disjoint Euclidean balls, tangent to two distinct points η 6= η¯ in Rn and with Euclidean
radius rη, rη¯. A simple Euclidean computation (Pythagoras) shows that
dC1o (η, η¯) = |η − η¯| ≥ 2
√
rηrη¯ ≥ 2min{rη, rη¯} = e−li · e−max{di,dj}.
The second case follows from Propostion 3.12 in [27].
The same is true for the first part of the third case. Since we will make use of this part
twice, we recall it for the sake of completeness. For a subset Y ⊂ Sn and 0 ≤ a ≤ a¯,
consider the truncated cone of Y with respect to o,
Y (a, a¯) ≡ {γo,ξ(t) ∈ Hn+1 : ξ ∈ Y, a ≤ t ≤ a¯}.
Fix c > 0, a ball Y = Bdo(η, 2e−t) and note that a point x∞ with t − c < d(o, x) ≤ t
lies in Y if and only if x ∈ Y (t − c, t). It therefore suffices to estimate the cardinality of
Y (t− c, t) ∩ C3.
First, we claim that Y (t − c, t) is contained in the (δ0 + 2 log(2))-neighborhood of the
geodesic segment γo,η((t − c, t]), where δ0 denotes the hyperbolicity constant of Hn. To
see this, note that for the Gromov-product for ξ ∈ Y and η at o
(ξ, η)o ≥ − log(do(ξ, η)) ≥ t− log(2)
and hence, see [3], d(γo,ξ(s), γo,η(s)) ≤ δ0, for all s ≤ t− log(2). For t− log(2) ≤ s ≤ t
we have
d(γo,ξ(s), γo,η(s)) ≤ d(γo,ξ(s), γo,ξ(t− log(2))) + δ0 + d(γo,η(s), γo,η(t− log(2)))
≤ δ0 + 2 log(2),
concluding the claim.
Clearly, since Hn+1 is of constant sectional curvature, there exists a universal constant
k > 0 such that the hyperbolic volume of Nδ0+2 log(2)(γo,η((t− c, t])) is bounded by k · c.
Since moreover C3 is τ0-separated it also follows that there exists a constant k¯ = k¯(τ0) > 0
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such that the (hyperbolic) volume of every ball B(x, τ0/2) is at least k¯. Thus, we conclude
that |Y (t− c, t) ∩ C3| ≤ k/k¯ · c, as stated above.
For the remaining part, since C3 is R0-spanning, consider an element x ∈ C3 such that
d(γo,η(t− R0), x) ≤ R0. Hence,
t− 2R0 ≤ d(o, x) ≤ t.
Moreover, when t3 is sufficiently large with respect to R0 and a given ε > 0, then
it follows from hyperbolic geometry that for some constant u˜∗ = u˜∗(ε, R0) we have
d(γo,x(s), γo,η(s)) ≤ ε for all s ≤ t − R0 − u˜∗. Thus, setting u∗ = R0 + u˜∗ for a
suitable ε > 0, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that ∂∞x = γo,x(∞) ∈ Bdo(η, e−(t−u∗)).
This finishes the proof. 
2.3.2. The abstract framework. We now introduce the framework of [29], which is slightly
different and already adopted to our setting. When there is no need to distinguish between
the particular cases, we will omit the index i in the following and consider with C a col-
lection as above. For a closed subset X ⊂ X¯ of the proper metric space X¯ , we define the
set of badly approximable points in X (with respect to the collection C)
BadX(C) ≡ {ξ ∈ X : ∃c = c(ξ) > 0 such that do(ξ, ∂∞C) ≥ c · e−d(Co,C) for all C ∈ C}
and the subset of badly approximable points with approximation constant at least e−c,
c <∞, which is given by
BadX(C, c) ≡ {ξ ∈ X : do(ξ, ∂∞C) ≥ e−c · e−d(Co,C) for all C ∈ C}.
Define the one-parameter family R consisting of the resonant sets R(t) of size at most
st ≡ t ≥ 0 by
R(t) ≡ {∂∞C : C ∈ C such that sC = d(Co, C) ≤ t} ⊂ X¯.
For c > 0 define also R(s, c) which denotes the resonant sets with sizes in the window
(s− c, s], that is
R(s, c) ≡ R(s)−R(s− c) = {∂∞C ∈ C∞ : s− c ≤ d(Co, C) ≤ s}.
Given a subset X and a technical parameter t∗ ≥ 0, needed below, we determine the
parameter space (Ω, ψ) as follows. Define (for the respective metrics) the monotonic9
function ψ on the set of formal balls Ω ≡ X × [t∗,∞) by
ψ(ξ, t) ≡ Bdo(ξ, e−t) ∩X, (ξ, t) ∈ Ω,
which is the restriction of the monotonic function ψ¯(x, t) ≡ Bdo(x, e−t) ⊂ X¯ , (x, t) ∈
X¯ × R+ to Ω. Denote by Ndo(R(t), r) the closed r-neighborhood of the set R(t) in X¯
with respect to the metric do.
Remark. Note that we have diam(ψ(x, t)) ≤ 2e−t, which corresponds to the condition [σ]
for σ = 1 in [29]. Moreover, setting d∗ ≡ log(3), we remark that, since the resonant set
R(t) is discrete for all t ≥ t∗, it follows for all ξ ∈ X that
ξ 6∈ N (R(t), e−t) =⇒ Bdo(ξ, e−(t+d∗)) ∩ Ndo(R(t), e−(t+d∗)) = ∅;
hence condition [d∗,F ] (as well as [d∗]) of [29] is satisfied. In particular this holds for
ψ(ξ, t+ d∗) replaced by Bdo(ξ, e−(t+d∗)).
9 A set-valued function ψ on Ω is monotonic if ψ(x, t+ s) ⊂ ψ(x, t) for all (x, t) ∈ Ω and s ≥ 0.
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2.4. Bounds on the Hausdorff-dimension. Recall the setting and abstract framework
introduced in the previous Section 2.3: in the following assume we are given a collection
C and the parameter space (Ω, ψ) as above. We start by deducing a lower bound on the
Hausdorff-dimension for BadX(C, c) under abstract conditions in Section 2.4.1. After that
we verify these conditions and apply this lower bound in Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3.
2.4.1. The (abstract) lower bound. Let C be a collection and (Ω, ψ) be a parameter space
as in Section 2.3. Fix l∗ ∈ R, d∗ = log(3) and consider the following conditions, given
the parameter c > 0.
(S0) There exists a formal ball ω0 ≡ (x, t∗) ∈ Ω such that
ψ(ω0) ⊂ X −
⋃
C∈Ci: sC≤t∗−l∗−c
Ndo(∂∞C, e−(sC+2c+l∗)).
Let µ be a locally finite Borel measure on X¯ .
(µ1) (Ω, ψ, µ) satisfies a power law with respect to the parameters (τ, cl, cu), where
τ > 0 and cu ≥ cl > 0, that is, we have supp(µ) = X and
cle
−τt ≤ µ(ψ(x, t)) ≤ cue−τt
for all formal balls (x, t) ∈ Ω.
(µ2) (Ω, ψ, µ) is called τl(c)-decaying with respect to R, if all formal balls ω = (ξ, t+
d∗) ∈ Ω we have
µ(ψ(ω) ∩Ndo(R(t− l∗, c), e−(t+c−d∗)) ≤ τl(c) · µ(ψ(ω)), (2.5)
where τl(c) < 1 is a constant depending on c.
Remark. Condition (S0) is trivially satisfied for all (ξ, t∗) ∈ Ω whenever c ≥ t∗−min{sC :
C ∈ C}. Note that condition (µ1) reflects how well a ball in X can be separated into
smaller balls of the same radius and could be stated in different terms.
These conditions imply the following lower bound.
Proposition 2.3. Under these conditions and in our setting we have
dim(BadX(C, 2c+ l∗)) ≥ τ −
log(2c2uc
−2
l e
2τd∗) + |log(1− τl(c))|
c
.
Remark. In the case that X = Rn, a more precise lower bound can be determined; see
below for the Jarnı´k-type inequality. Moreoever, under a condition converse to (2.5) a
similar upper bound is given in [29].
Proof. The proof follows from the application of the axiomatic approach of [29], Section
2.2. More precisely, consider the ’restricted family’ C∗ defined by C∗ ≡ {C ∈ C : sC ≥
t∗ − c − l∗} given the technical parameter t∗. Using the Conditions (µ1), (µ2) and [d∗],
[d∗,F ], Proposition 2.10 of [29] establishes Condition [τ(c)] of [29] with the parameter
τ(c) =
(1− τl(c)) clcue−τc
2 cu
cl
e−τ(c−2d∗)
.
From Theorem 2.4 in [29] (using [σ] with σ = 1 and (µ1) again) we have
dim(Badψ(ω0)(C∗, 2c+ l∗)) ≥ τ −
| log(τ(c)|
c
.
Finally, by (S0) we see that Badψ(ω0)(C∗, 2c + l∗) ⊂ BadX(C, 2c + l∗), finishing the
proof. 
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2.4.2. Proof of the Theorems 1.1, 1.5, 1.8 (Hall ray-type results). Given C ∈ Ci and
o ∈ Hn+1 ∪ Sn as above, we define the following three maps piCio,C : X¯i → [0,∞], where
1. p1C1o ,C(ξ) ≡ HC10 ,C(ξ), where HC1o ,C(ξ) ≡ supt∈R βC(γC1o ,ξ(t)),
2. p2C2o ,C(ξ) ≡ Lo,C(ξ), where Lo,C(ξ) ≡ L(Nε0(C) ∩ γo,ξ),
3. p2C3o ,C(ξ) ≡ Do,C(ξ), where Do,C(ξ) ≡ − log(d(C, γo,ξ)).
Let ti ≥ 0 be technical constants, where t1 = t2 = 0 and t3 ≥ c¯0 for the constant c¯0
from Lemma 2.1. Choose one of the convex sets C0 = C i0 ∈ Ci with si0 ≡ d(C io, C0)
minimal under the condition d(C io, C0) ≥ ti (which exists by discreteness). For the third
Case assume t3 = s30 and note that t3 corresponds to the constant t0 in Section 1. Since we
only consider geodesic rays starting from o for times t ≥ t3 and by the choices below, we
may simply ignore all points x ∈ C3 with d(o, x) < t3 in the following and delete them
from the collection C3. This follows from the next remark.
Remark. Let x ∈ C3 with d(o, x) < t3, hence x 6= C0. For any time t ≥ t3 and geodesic
ray γ starting from o and with d(γ, C0) ≤ e−c0 , we have
d(γ(t), x) ≥ d(γ(t3), x) ≥ d(C0, x)− d(γ(t3), C0) ≥ τ0 − e−c0 ≥ τ0/2
for c0 ≥ − log(τ0/2).
For c0 > 0 sufficiently large (with c0 ≥ c¯0), the main idea is to define the set
Xi ≡ (pio,C0)−1(c0),
in X¯i, which is diffeomorphic to a (n− 1)-dimensional Euclidean sphere; see Lemma 2.6
below. By choice, for each of the cases, a ray γCio,ξ|[ti,∞) with ξ ∈ Xi will ’hit’ first the set
C0 ∈ Ci and has exactly the desired penetration property with respect to the parameter c0.
In view of Lemma 2.4 below, given a further large parameter s0, our aim is to show the
existence of a subset A of Xi for which any given ξ ∈ A satisfies
do(ξ, ∂∞C) ≥ κu · e−s0e−d(Cio,C),
for all C0 6= C ∈ Ci where κu is from Lemma 2.1, and with a lower bound on the
Hausdorff-dimension of A depending on the parameter s0.
More precisely, set k¯u ≡ − log(κu) and choose li∗ ≡ li + log(3), where li is given in
Proposition 2.2 and l3∗ = log(2). Given s0 ≥ li∗ − κ¯u with s0 ≥ c¯0 let c ≥ 0 such that
s0 + κ¯u = 2c+ l
i
∗, that is
c =
s0 + κ¯u − li∗
2
.
Then, we exclude the set C0 from the collection Ci and choose A ≡ BadXi(Ci, s0 + κ¯u)
and remark that, in fact, A projects (locally injectively) to a subset S(c0, s0).
Lemma 2.4. Given ξ ∈ BadXi(F , s0+ κ¯u) we have p1o,C0(ξ) = c0 and pio,C(ξ) ≤ s0 for all
C0 6= C ∈ Ci with d(C io, C) ≥ ti; in particular, γ|[ti,∞) projects to a geodesic in S(c0, s0).
Proof. By construction, every ξ ∈ Xi satisfies pio,C0(ξ) = c0. Let C0 6= C ∈ Ci with
d(C io, C) ≥ ti. It follows from the definition of BadXi(C, s0 + κ¯u) that do(ξ, ∂∞C) ≥
κu · e−(siC+s0). Thus, by Lemma 2.1, we have that
pio,C(ξ) ≤ − log( 1κues
i
Cdo(ξ, ∂∞C)) ≤ s0,
as claimed. Recalling from the above remark that we may ignore all x ∈ C3 with d(o, x) <
t3, the proof follows. 
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Thus, a lower bound on the Hausdorff-dimension of A will be a lower bound on the
dimension of S(c0, s0). For the respective cases, set
ti∗ = t
i
∗(c0) ≡ si0 + c0 + log(c¯n) + log(3) + log(2), Ωi ≡ Xi × [ti∗,∞),
where c¯n ≥ 1 is determined in the proof of Lemma 2.6 and independent of si0, c0 (and s0).
In order to obtain a lower bound for dim(A), we check conditions (S0), (µ1) and (µ2).
Recall that condition (S0) is trivially satisfied for all ω0 = (ξ, ti∗) ∈ Ω whenever c ≥ ti∗−si0
(note again that si0 = min{siC : C ∈ Ci} for all three cases); hence for
s0 ≥ 2c0 + 2|log(6c¯n)|+ li∗ − k¯u ≡ 2c0 + k1.
More generally, condition (S0) is satisfied in the following situations.
Lemma 2.5. For Cases 1, 2, when c is sufficiently large (independent on c0), that is when
es0e−li(1− e−c · κuelog(6c¯n)) ≥ κu,
then for all C0 6= C ∈ Ci with siC ≤ t∗ − c− li∗ we have
do(Xi, ∂∞C) ≥ κu · e−(siC+s0);
in particular (S0) is satisfied for any ω0 = (ξ, ti∗) ∈ Ωi.
Proof. Let ξ ∈ Xi be any point. Given C0 6= C ∈ Ci with si0 ≤ siC ≤ t∗ − li∗ − c, using
Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 2.1, we have
do(ξ, ∂∞C) ≥ do(∂∞C0, ∂∞C)− do(∂∞C0, ξ)
≥ e−lie−siC − κue−(si0+c0)
≥ e−(siC+s0) · es0(e−li − κuesiC−(si0+c0))
≥ e−(siC+s0) · es0(e−li − κuet∗−(si0+c0+c+li∗))
= e−(s
i
C+s0) · es0e−li(1− e−c · κuelog(c¯n)+log(6)) ≡ e−(siC+s0) · h∗,
where h∗ = h∗(s0) ≥ κu is independent on c0. 
We need to establish the following crucial result.
Lemma 2.6. X1, X3 are isometric to and X2 is diffeomorphic to a (n − 1)-dimensional
Euclidean sphere. Moreover, there exist measures µi such that (Ωi, ψi, µi) satisfies a power
law with respect to the exponent τ = n − 1 and constants cu = c¯n · e−(n−1)(si0+c0), cl =
c¯−1n · e−(n−1)(s0+s1) where c¯n ≥ 1 is independent from si0 and c0; hence (µ1) is satisfied.
Proof. For the second case assume that ∂∞C20 equals {0,∞} and let x2 denote the (unique)
point on the vertical line C20 at distance d(o, C20) = s20 to o. For the third case assume
o = en+1 and ∂∞C30 = 0 ∈ Rn. We may also assume that x2 = en+1 and in addition, for
c0 sufficiently large, that X2 and X3 are contained in the unit ball around 0 ∈ Rn on which
den+1 is cB-bi-Lipschitz equivalent to the Euclidean metric for some cB ≥ 1, see (2.1).
From Lemma 2.1 we know that X1 = ∂B(∂∞C10 , e−c0e−s1/2) is a (n− 1)-dimensional
Euclidean sphere. For the third case, it follows from symmetry that X3 = ∂B(0, r3) is
as well a (n − 1)-dimensional Euclidean sphere. For the second case, denote for a point
x ∈ Hn+1 the set of ξ ∈ Rn for which the penetration length of γx,ξ inNε0(C0) equals pre-
cisely c0 by Sx(c0) = (p2x,C0)
−1(c0) ⊂ Rn. Since x2 ∈ C0, Sx2(c0) is again by symmetry
a (n − 1)-dimensional Euclidean sphere ∂B(η0, r2). Moreover, for c0 sufficiently large,
Sx(c0) is a submanifold which varies smoothly in x (since px,C0 varies smoothly in x),
showing that X2 = So(c0) is diffeomorphic to the Euclidean sphere Sx2(c0). Note that the
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visual metrics d0 and e−d(o,x2) · dx2 are bi-Lipschitz equivalent (with a constant indepen-
dent on d(o, x2) = s20). It follows from Lemma 2.1 that (Xi, do|Xi×Xi) is L-bi-Lipschitz
homeomorphic to a Euclidean sphere ∂B(0, ri) with the induced Euclidean metric and of
radius ri = e−(s
i
0+c0), where L ≥ 1 is independent of si0 and c0; let fi : ∂B(0, ri) → Xi
denote this homeomorphism.
Define Sn−1r ≡ ∂B(0, r) ⊂ Rn an Euclidean sphere of radius r. For the unit sphere
Sn−11 with the angle metric the Lebesgue measure µ, restricted to balls of radius at most
π/16, clearly satisfies a power law with exponent n− 1; that is, clRn−1 ≤ µ(B(x,R)) ≤
cuR
n−1 for multiplicative constants cu ≥ cl > 0 and all balls B(x,R) ⊂ Sn−11 with
R ≤ π/16. For Sn−1r ⊂ Rn with the induced metric the (radial) projection map gr :
Sn−11 → Sn−1r is a 2r-bi-Lipschitz homeomorphism, restricted to balls of radii at most
π/16 and r/16 respectively. Thus, the push-forward measure (gr)∗µ supported on Sn−1r ,
restricted to balls of radius at most r/32, satisfies also a power law with exponent n − 1
and multiplicative constants cu = c¯urn−1, cl = c¯lrn−1 where c¯u, c¯l are independent of r.
Finally, it is readily checked that the push forward measures µi ≡ (fi ◦ gri)∗µ on
(Xi, do|Xi×Xi) give the desired measures, restricted to balls of radius at most ri/c¯n where
c¯n ≥ 1 is sufficiently large, depending only on c¯u, c¯l, L and cB. 
Finally, we determine the following parameters for (µ2).
Lemma 2.7. For c ≥ 2d∗, (Ωi, ψi, µi) is τl(c)-decaying with respect to Ri where
τl(c)
1 = τl(c)
2 ≡ c¯2n e(n−1)(d∗+dc)·e−(n−1)c, τl(c)3 = c¯2n k0 e(n−1)(d∗+dc)·(c+l3∗)·e−(n−1)c,
and k0 denotes the constant from Proposition 2.2.
Proof. Let ω = (ξ, t+ d∗) ∈ Ωi. For the first and second case, we know from Proposition
2.2 that distinct ∂∞C, ∂∞C¯ in Ri(t− li∗) satisfy
do(∂∞C, ∂∞C¯) ≥ e−lie−max{siC ,siC¯} ≥ 3 · e−t,
since siC , siC¯ ≤ t− li∗ ≤ t− li − log(3). Hence, at most one point of Ri(t− li∗) can lie in
the ball Bdo(ξ, 1.5e−t). In particular, for c ≥ d∗ = log(3), for at most one such point η of
∂∞C, ∂∞C¯, the ball Bdo(η, e−(t+c−d∗)) ⊂ Bdo(η, e−t/3) can intersect Bdo(ξ, e−t) ⊃ ψ(ω).
Let η be such a point and note that the measure of Bdo(η, e−(t+c−d∗)) ∩ Xi is clearly
maximized when η ∈ Xi. Thus, since (Ωi, ψi, µi) satisfies a power law, we have
µ(ψ(ω) ∩Ne−(t+c−d∗)(Ri(t− li∗)) ≤ µ(Xi ∩ B(η, e−(t+c−d∗)))
≤ cue−(n−1)(t+c−d∗)
≤ cu
cl
e−(n−1)(c−d∗−dc) · cle−(n−1)(t+dc) ≤ τ ic · µ(ψ(ω)),
showing the claim.
For the third case, consider the ball B = Bdo(ξ, 2e−t) = Bdo(ξ, e−(t−l
3
∗)) ⊃ ψ(ω). From
Proposition 2.2 we know for all c ≥ 0 that
|{∂∞x ∈ B : x ∈ C3 with d(o, x) ∈ [t− c, t]}| ≤ k0 · c.
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Then, with the same arguments as above, we have
µ(ψ(ω) ∩Ne−(t+c−d∗))(R3(t− l3∗, c)) ≤
∑
∂∞x∈B:d(o,x)∈[t−l3∗−c,t−l
3
∗]
µ(X3 ∩Bdo(ξ∞, e−(t+c−d∗))
≤ cu k0 · (c+ l3∗) · e−(n−1)(t+c−d∗)
≤ cu
cl
k0 · (c+ l3∗) · e−(n−1)(c−d∗−dc) · cle−(n−1)(t+dc)
≤ τl(c)3 · µ(ψ(ω)),
finishing the proof. 
Assume that s0 (and hence c = (s0 + κ¯u − li∗)/2) is sufficiently large as above and
independently from c0 such that τl(c)i < 1 as well as
|log(1− τ ic)| ≤ 14 log(2c¯4ne(n−1)(d∗+dc)) ≤ 14 log(c¯4n2n3n−1).
Summarizing, when both c0, s0 ≥ t¯0 are sufficiently large, Proposition 2.3 implies that for
all three cases
dim(BadXi(Ci, 2c+ li∗)) ≥ τ −
log(2c¯4ne
τ(d∗+dc)) + |log(1− τ ic)|
c
≥ (n− 1)− log(c¯
4
n2
n3n−1)
2( s0+κ¯u−l
i
∗
2
)
≥ (n− 1)− k¯0
s0
,
for a suitable constant k¯0 = k¯0(t¯0) > 0 independent of c0, s0. This finishes the proofs.
Remark. For n = 2, X1 is a Euclidean sphere S1 of radius e−(s1+c0)/2 in which balls can
be subpartitioned into smaller balls. Following again [29], Section 2.3.2, the lower bound
can be improved to 1− k¯0
s0·es0
for some k¯0 > 0.
2.4.3. Proof of Theorem 1.4 (Jarnı´k-type inequality). Assuming that we are given the
collection C3 we let t∗ = t0 ≥ c¯ (as in Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.2) be sufficiently
large and X3 = Sn be the full boundary. Since we only consider subrays γv|[t0,∞), it is
readily checked that points x ∈ C3 with d(o, x) ≤ t∗ − 1 will play no role and we may
hence exclude them from the collection C3. Let µ be the Lebesgue measure on Sn for
which (Ω, ψ, µ) satisfies a power law with respect to the exponent n and positive constants
cl, cu. We need the following lemma.
Lemma 2.8. For c > d∗, (Ω, ψ, µ) is τl(c)-decaying with respect to R for
τl(c) =
cu
cl
k0 e
2d∗n · (c+ l∗) · e−nc, (2.6)
where l∗ = l3∗ is as above.
Moreover, given B = Bdo(η, e−(t−u∗−d∗)) where (η, t− u∗ − d∗) ∈ Ω3, we have
µ(B ∩
⋃
∂∞x∈R(t)
B(∂∞x, e
−(sx+c+d∗))) ≥ k¯u e−nc · µ(B) ≡ τu(c) · µ(B), (2.7)
where k¯u denotes a constant independent on c > 0 and u∗ is the constant from Proposition
2.2.
In the language of [29], (2.7) means that (Ω, ψ, µ) is τu(c)-Dirichlet with respect to
R3 and the parameters (c, u∗). Moreover, all the requirements are satisfied to apply the
axiomatic approach of [29] for the upper bound to our setting.
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Proof of Lemma 2.8. The first part follows in a similar way to the proof of Lemma 2.7.
For the second part, given B from the statement, Proposition 2.2 shows that there exists
a point x ∈ C3 such that ∂∞x ∈ Bdo(η, e−(t−u∗)) with t − u∗ ≤ sx ≤ t. Hence, by
definition of dc, we have Bdo(∂∞x, e−(sx+c)) ⊂ Bdo(∂∞x, e−(t−u∗+c)) ⊂ B. Thus, we see
µ(B ∩
⋃
∂∞y∈R(t)
B(∂∞y, e
−(sx+c+d∗))) ≥ µ(Bdo(∂∞x, e−(sx+c+d∗)))
≥ cle−n(sx+c+d∗)
≥ cl
cu
en((t−sx)−(c+u∗+d
c+d∗)) · cue−n(t−u∗−d∗)
≥ cl
cu
e−n(c+u∗+2d∗) · cue−n(t−u∗−d∗) ≥ τu(c) · µ(B),
as claimed. 
Clearly, since t∗ = t0 and min{sx : x ∈ C3} ≥ t∗ − 1, (S0) is trivially satisfied for
all ω0 = (ξ, t∗) ∈ Ω when restricting to c ≥ 1. We may assume that ξ = 0 ∈ Rn and
let cB ≥ 1 be the constant such that do, restricted to the unit ball in Rn, is bi-Lipschitz
equivalent to the Euclidean metric dE. Since t∗ is sufficiently large, we may assume that
Bdo(0, 2e
−t∗) ⊂ B(0, 1) is contained in the Euclidean unit ball.
In particular, (2.5) and (2.7) also hold for the Euclidean metric and the Lebesgue mea-
sure on Rn, up to a multiplicative constant depending on cB . Finally, we remark that (2.5)
and (2.7) also remain true, up to a further multiplicative constant (that is with respect to
τ¯l(c) = kl · c · e−nc and τ¯u(c) = ku · e−nc respectively), if we replace the Euclidean balls
B(x, r) by Euclidean cubes Q(x, r) = [x1 − r, x1 + r]× · · · × [xn − r, xn + r], centered
at x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn with the same radius r > 0; see for instance Lemma 2.6 in [29].
Thus, for N0 ≤ m ∈ N withN0 sufficiently large we let c = log(m) or c+uc = log(m) for
some uc such that u∗ ≤ uc ≤ u∗ + log(2) and can in fact apply Proposition 2.5 combined
with Theorem 2.1 of [29]. From these we obtain
dim(BadSn(C3, 2c+ l3∗)) ≥ n−
|log(1− τ¯l(c))|
c
= n− |log(1− kl · c · e
−nc)|
c
as well as
dim(BadSn(C3, c) ∩Bdo(ξ, e−t∗)) ≤ n−
|log(1− τ¯u(c))|
c+ uc
)
≤ n− |log(1− ku · e
−nc)|
c + u∗ + log(2)
.
Since the argument is independent from the chosen formal ball ω0 = (ξ, t∗) and using the
countable stability of the Hausdorff-dimension, the upper bound holds for BadSn(C, c).
Finally, applying the Taylor expansion and using Lemma 2.1 finishes the proof.
2.5. The absolute winning game. Recall again the setting and abstract framework intro-
duced in Section 2.3. In Section 2.5.1 we define the absolute winning game and deduce
abstract conditions under which BadX(C) (for a collection C as in Section 2.3.1) is ab-
solute winning. Then we verify these conditions and apply the result for the respective
settings in Sections 2.5.2 and 2.5.3.
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2.5.1. The absolute winning game and conditions for winning sets. Given a closed subset
X ⊂ X¯ of a proper metric space X¯ , let us define the absolute game on X , relative to X¯ .
Let β∗ > 0 be a fixed parameter and choose any 0 < β < β∗. When X = X¯ = Rn and
β∗ = 1/3, then the game below corresponds to the classical absolute game introduced by
McMullen [16]. Consider two players, Alice and Bob. Bob starts by choosing a metric
ball B0 = B(x0, r0) centered at x0 ∈ X . At the k.th step of the game, k ≥ 0, assume that
Bob has chosen his ball Bk = B(xk, rk) with xk ∈ X . Alice is then allowed to block a
ball Ak = B(yk, αkrk) centered at any point yk ∈ X¯ with the restriction that 0 < αk < β.
Again, Bob continues by choosing a ball Bk+1 = B(xk+1, rk+1) centered at xk+1 ∈ X and
with βrk ≤ rk+1 ≤ rk. The game continues in this manner and we obtain a sequence
B0 ⊃ B0 − A0 ⊃ B1 ⊃ . . . ⊃ Bk − Ak ⊃ Bk+1 ⊃ . . .
A given target set S ⊂ X is said to be β-absolute winning in X if Alice has a strategy
to guarantee that the intersection ∩k≥0Bk intersects S nontrivially, no matter of Bob’s
choices. If S is β-absolute winning for all β < β∗, then S is absolute winning in X (given
β∗).
Let C be a collection which defines a set BadX(C) of badly approximable points in X
as in Section 2.3.2. We are interested in conditions on the space X¯, the subspace X ⊂ X¯
and the collection C such that the target set BadX(C) is an absolute winning set in X .
For a metric ball B(x, r) we let c ·B(x, r) = B(x, c ·r) for c > 0 and we set BX¯(x, t) ≡
B(x, e−t) for (x, t) ∈ Ω¯ = X¯ × (t∗,∞). Fix b∗ ≥ 0 and assume that X¯ and C satisfy the
following.
[N(b)] Given b > b∗ there is an integer N(b) ∈ N≥2 such that, given any ball B =
BX¯(x, t) for (x, t) ∈ ΩX¯ , there is a collection of N(b) formal balls
C(B) = {ωi = (xi, t+ b) ∈ ΩX¯ : i = 1, . . . , N(b)} (2.8)
such that
2 ·B ⊂
⋃
ωi∈C(B)
1
2
· BX¯(ωi).
[ϕ] there is a non-decreasing function ϕ : (b∗,∞) → R such that, given any ball
B = BX¯(x, t) for (x, t) ∈ ΩX¯ , we have (independently from t)
|2 · B ∩ R(t, b)| ≤ ϕ(b).
Now, given a closed subset X ⊂ X¯ , we require the following condition on X . Recall
from [4] that X is b∗-diffuse in X¯ if, given any points x¯ ∈ X¯ and x ∈ X , t ≥ t0 (some
fixed t0), there exists a further point y ∈ X such that
B(y, e−(t+b∗)) ⊂ B(x, e−t)− B(x¯, e−(t+b∗)).
Example 1. If (ΩX , BX , µ) (respectively, (ΩX¯ , BX¯ , µ)) satisfies a power law then there
is a b∗ > 0 such that X is b∗-diffuse in X¯ and (respectively, we have [N(b)])). If X is an
embedded submanifold (of dimension at least one) in a Riemannian manifold X¯ then both
X and X¯ satisfy a power law for the natural volume measures µX and µX¯ respectively.
Furthermore, condition [ϕ] is satisfied by all the collections Ci given above by Proposi-
tion 2.2.
The above conditions are used to show the following theorem.
Theorem 2.9. Let X be b∗-diffuse in X¯. Assume that X¯ satisfies [N(b)] and C satisfies [ϕ]
for a function ϕ of at most polynomial growth. Then BadX(C) is absolute winning in X .
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Remark. The assumption that ϕ is of at most polynomial growth can be relaxed to the one
of (2.9) below.
Proof. For a given parameter b > b∗ let N(b) ≥ 2 and ϕ be provided by [N(b)] and [ϕ]
respectively. Let B0 = B(x0, e−t0), x0 ∈ X , be the first choice of Bob. Since ϕ is at most
of polynomial growth, choose n = n(b, t0) ∈ N such that
(
N(b)
N(b)− 1)
n−1 ≥ ϕ(nb) and nb ≥ t0 − s0. (2.9)
We set up the following strategy for the parameter b > b∗. Let B = Bkn+i with k ≥ 0
and 0 ≤ i < n be the ball chosen by Bob at the (kn + i)-th. step. Set Rk = R(tkn, nb)
and define
Z ik ≡ |Rk ∩
(
2 · B −
⋃
l<kn+i
1
2
·Al
)|,
where Al are the choices of Alice in the previous steps. The strategy for Alice is to block
in n steps the relevant and at most Z0k points of Rk ∩ 2 · Bkn, where by assumption
Z0k ≤ |2 ·Bkn ∩ Rk| ≤ ϕ(nb).
First, let i < n− 1. Cover 2 ·B by N(b) balls Bj = B(yj, e−(tkn+i+b)/2) of the collection
C(B) provided by (2.8). One of the balls, say Bj0 , must contain at least ⌈Z ik/N(b)⌉ of the
points of 2 · B ∩ Rk. In other words, if we set
Ank+i ≡ B(yj0, e−(tkn+i+b)) = 2Bj0,
then for any ball B˜ = Bkn+(i+1) = B(x, e−tkn+(i+1)), x ∈ X , chosen by Bob with B˜ ⊂
B − Ank+i (which Bob is able to since X is b∗-diffuse) we have
Z i+1k = |Rk ∩
(
2 · B˜ −
⋃
l<kn+i+1
1
2
·Al
)|
≤ |Rk ∩
(
2 · B −
⋃
l<kn+i
1
2
· Al
)| − ⌈Z ik/N(b)⌉ ≤ Z ik(1−N(b)−1).
If i = n− 1, then by induction and (2.9) we have that
Zn−1k ≤ Z0k(1−N(b)−1)n−1 ≤ ϕ(nb)(
N(b) − 1
N(b)
)n−1 ≤ 1.
Thus, set
Akn+(n−1) = B(x, e
−(tkn+(n−1)+b))
if Rk∩
(
2 ·B−⋃l<(k+1)n 12Al
)
= {x}, and otherwise let Akn+(n−1) be empty. This finishes
the strategy.
Finally, we claim that the above strategy is winning. Let
x ∈ B∞ = ∩k≥0Bk,
with x ∈ X (which exists since X is complete). Let z ∈ C. Since nb ≥ t0 − s0 we have
z ∈ ∪k≥0Rk and if z ∈ Rk then sz ∈ (tkn − nb, tkn]. By the above strategy we must have
that either z 6∈ 2 · Bkn+(n−1) or z ∈ ∪l≤kn+(n−1) 12Al and hence
B(z, e−(tkn+(n−1)+b)/2) ⊂
⋃
l≤kn+(n−1)
Al.
In both cases, d(x, z) ≥ e−t(k+1)n/2 ≥ e−sze−2nb/2, showing that z ∈ BadX(C) and
finishing the proof. 
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2.5.2. Proof of Theorem 1.3 (Absolute winning). Let M be as in Section 1.2.1 which
determines a collection C1 of pairwise disjoint horoballs as in Section 2.3.1. Identify
∂C1o ⊂ Hn+1 with Rn via the map x 7→ γx(∞) ∈ Rn where γx is the vertical geodesic
line in Hn+1 with γx(0) = x ∈ ∂C1o . Note that the cocompact torsion-free stabilizer Γ∞ =
StabΓ(∞) acts isometrically on Rn and since C1o is precisely invariant, the projection π˜ of
a compact fundamental domain F of Γ∞ in ∂C1o = Rn locally embeds isometrically into
∂H0 ⊂ M (up to rescaling the length metric on ∂H0). In particular, identify Rn/Γ∞ with
SH+0 via the map
F ∋ x 7→ dπ˜(γ˙x(0)) ≡ vx ∈ SH+0
which together with the translation to F determines the map in (1.6).
Let c0 > 0 and recall that S˜c0 ⊂ ∂C1o = Rn denotes the lift of Sc0 , the set of vectors
in SH+0 for which the first penetration height equals c0. From Lemma 2.1, γx, x ∈ Rn,
intersects a horoballC in C1 with height c0 if and only if γx(∞) is contained in the (n−1)-
dimensional Euclidean sphere Sc0C ≡ ∂B(∂∞C, e−c0e−sC/2). Since c0 > 0, if γx(∞) ∈
Sc0C ∩ Sc0C¯ for C, C¯ ∈ C1 distinct and sC ≤ sC¯ , then by the disjointness of C and C¯ the
ray γx hits C at a smaller time that it hits C¯. Thus we see that S˜c0 consists of a countable
disjoint union of (n− 1)-dimensional Euclidean spheres in Rn.
We need the following.
Lemma 2.10. Every S = Sc0C is log(3)-diffuse in Rn for t0 = sC + c0 + 2 log(2).
Proof. This follows either since S is a smoothly embedded submanifold and by the above
remark or can be seen as follows. Consider two points x ∈ S and x¯ ∈ Rn. Given t ≥ t0,
let B¯ = B(x¯, e−t/3). Clearly, the worst case to consider is when x¯ actually lies on S. But
for this case, since e−t ≤ e−t0 = r/4 for the radius r of S, it is easy to see that there exists
a point y ∈ S such that B(y, e−t/3) ⊂ B(x, e−t)− B¯, finishing the proof. 
Thus, we are given a b∗-diffuse set X = Sc0C ⊂ Rn = X¯ . Clearly, Rn satisfies a power
law for the Lebesgue measure, hence [N(b)] is satisfied, and we have [ϕ] for a function
ϕ of at most polynomial growth by the first part of Proposition 2.2. Theorem 2.9 implies
that BadSc0C (C1) is absolute winning in S
c0
C . This, together with Lemma 2.1 which shows
that B˜h1=c0 ∩ Sc0C = BadSc0C (C1), already finishes the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Remark. Note that the first part of Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 2.1 also hold in curvature at
most −1. Moreover the above arguments translate in a similar way (if we replace spheres
by submanifolds diffeomorphic to spheres) so that Theorem 1.3 holds for pinched negative
curvature as well.
Also, since c(I) is b∗-diffuse (as remarked above) for any smoothly embedded (non-
constant) curve c : I → Rn, it follows by the above arguments that BM,e,βe ∩ c(I) =
Badc(I)(C1) is absolute winning in c(I).
2.5.3. Proof of Theorem 1.7 (Absolute winning). Recall that M = Hn+1/Γ is hyperbolic
and geometrically finite and we consider the setting of Section 2.3.1 for the collection C3
of τ0-separated points. The set of positively recurrent vectors at o can be identified with
the conical limit set ΛΓc of Γ. Since Γ is non-elementary geometrically finite, the limit set
ΛΓ consists of the conical limit set ΛΓc and a countable union of parabolic fixed points,
where ΛΓc is dense in ΛΓ; see [17]. Thus, the closure X ≡ SM+o can be identified with
the limit set ΛΓ in ∂∞Hn+1 = Sn ≡ X¯ .
Lemma 2.11. The limit set ΛΓ is b∗-diffuse in Sn for some b∗ > 0.
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Proof. Note that the limit set ΛΓ of a non-elementary geometrically finite Kleinian group
is uniformly perfect in Sn (see [12]), which follows to be b∗-diffuse in Sn for some b∗ > 0
by [15], Lemma 2.4. 
Clearly, Sn satisfies a power law for the spherical measure, hence [N(b)] is satisfied, and
we have [ϕ] for a function ϕ of at most polynomial growth by the third part of Proposition
2.2. Theorem 2.9 implies that BadΛΓ(C3) is absolute winning in ΛΓ, where by Lemma 2.1
we have BM,o,x0,t0 = BadΛΓ(C3).
Finally, if M is convex-cocompact or of finite volume then the Patterson-Sullivan mea-
sure at o satisfies a power law with exponent δ = dim(ΛΓ). It follows that BM,o,x0,t0 is
thick in SM+o , see for instance [27]. This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.7.
Remark. When M is of finite volume, hence ΛΓ = Sn = SMo, then as remarked above
any smoothly embedded (non-constant) submanifold of Sn is b∗-diffuse in Sn. In partic-
ular, it follows by the above arguments that BM,o,x0,t0 ∩ c(I) = Badc(I)(C3) is absolute
winning in c(I) for any smoothly embedded (non-constant) curve c : I → SMo.
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